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BENEFITS UPDATE
State pension 
The State pension will increase by 3% in April – the 
biggest jump in the benefit since 2012. The triple lock 
system means the State pension rises by the greater of 
annual price inflation, as measured by the Consumer 
Prices Index (CPI), earnings growth, or 2.5%. Pensioners 
in receipt of the new State pension will see their 
payments rise from £159.55 to at least £164.34, meaning 
they will be almost £250 better off. However, pensioners 
who reached State pension age before 6 April 2016 and 
are on the old basic State pension will only see their 
State pension increase from £122.30 to £125.97 a week, 
giving a lower increase of £191.

Autumn budget
Philip Hammond, Chancellor of the Exchequer, delivered 
his Autumn Statement to the House of Commons on  
22 November 2017. Here are some of the highlights: 

• The Personal Allowance will increase from the current 
£11,500 to £11,850 for the 2018/19 tax year. 

• The Higher Rate Threshold will increase from 
£45,000 to £46,350.

• From April, the National Living Wage will rise 4.4% 
from £7.50 an hour to £7.83. The National Minimum 
Wage will also increase: 

- 21 to 24 year olds: £7.38 an hour  

- 18 to 21 year olds: £5.90 an hour  

- 16 and 17 year olds: £4.20 an hour

- Apprentices: £3.70 an hour 

• Stamp duty in England, Wales and Northern Ireland 
has been abolished for first-time buyers on homes up 
to £300,000 and on the first £300,000 of properties 
up to £500,000. If the property is valued at more 
than £500,000, the buyer won’t qualify for the stamp 
duty exemption even if it is their first purchase. 

Pension Credit
Pension Credit is a non-taxable income-related 
benefit. It tops up pensioners’ weekly income if it’s 
below £159.35 (for single people) or £243.25 (for 
couples). In 2015/16, more than £6 billion in Pension 
Credit was claimed by people on low incomes to 
help cover their basic living costs. However, four in 
ten pensioners could be missing out. More than 
£3.3 billion was unclaimed in 2015/16, an average 
annual amount of £2,000 for each entitled family 
who does not claim.

• The chancellor pledged a £1.5bn package to  
‘address concerns’ about the delivery of Universal 
Credit, and said that the initial seven-day waiting 
period for processing of claims was to be scrapped. 
Claimants will be able to access a month’s worth  
of support within five days, via an interest-free 
advance, from January 2018. This can be repaid  
over 12 months. Housing Benefit will continue  
to be paid for two weeks after a Universal  
Credit claim.

• Mr Hammond announced £44bn in government 
support to boost construction to meet the  
target of building 300,000 new homes a year  
by the mid-2020s. He also said that councils will  
be able to levy a 100% council tax premium  
on empty properties. This means a homeowner  
could pay up to 200% of the council tax on  
an empty property.

• Tobacco will continue to rise by 2% above Retail 
Prices Index (RPI) inflation, while the duty on beer, 
wine, spirits and most ciders will be frozen.

• In 2018, fuel duty will remain frozen for the eighth 
consecutive year, but the government unveiled plans 
to introduce a tax for diesel cars that do not meet 
the latest emissions standards (although this will  
not apply to vans).

• The government will also seek views on reducing 
disposable plastic waste (e.g. coffee cups and 
takeaway boxes) through the tax system and 
charges. The introduction of the 5p carrier bag 
charge has reduced the use of plastic bags by  
80% in the last two years.  

Probate online
If you need to apply for the right to deal with the  
affairs of someone who has died (‘probate’),  
you can now do it online, provided the following  
criteria are met:

• Only one executor is applying

• There is an original Will

• The person who has died classed England  
and Wales as their permanent home or  
intended to return to England and Wales  
to live permanently.

If you meet the criteria and would like to apply online, 
please contact the HMRC helpline (0300 123 1072)  
who can provide you with the details.

Missed the postman?
Action Fraud is warning 
people to look out for a new 
scam, where you get a 
‘something for you’ card 
through your letterbox that 
looks like it’s come from the 
Royal Mail.

The cards, which lack the 
Royal Mail logo, look almost identical to the ‘something 
for you’ slips that are posted through homes when a 
delivery can’t be made.

The cards urge recipients to phone a number to organise 
re-delivery. After ringing the number, the automated 
message asks for your details and consignment number. 
Some people who have done so claim to have been 
charged £45.

If in doubt, do not call the number provided, do not give 
your card details or personal information – and contact 
Action Fraud on 0300 123 2040. You can also sign up 
for free to Action Fraud Alert to receive direct, accurate 
information about scams and fraud in your area by 
email, recorded voice and text message.

Fraudulent investments
Research by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) revealed that around one in five people 
aged 55-plus, who suspect that they have been 
approached about a fraudulent investment in the 
last three years, did not report it. Almost half said 
they did not know who they should report it to. 
The FCA has therefore launched a campaign 
encouraging people to get in touch if they believe 
they have been targeted by scammers in this way, 
so that it can help protect other consumers from 
fraudulent schemes. The regulator publishes the 
FCA Warning List, an online tool that helps 
investors check a list of firms operating without 
authorisation. It currently includes almost 4,000 
firms to avoid. Suspected investment scams can  
be reported to the FCA at fca.org.uk/scamsmart 
or via its contact centre on 0800 111 6768. 

BBC expands Trustee Board
The BBC Pension Scheme has changed the structure of its Trustee Board, following the  
closure of the BBC Trust in April last year. The changes take the total number of Trustees  
from nine to 11.

Bill Matthews (formerly the BBC Trust Trustee) and Kevin Carter (formerly a BBC-appointed 
Trustee) have taken up roles as Independent Trustees. The Scheme is now recruiting a third 
Independent Trustee, who will join in the summer of 2018 and will take over as chair when  
Bill Matthews, the current chair, retires at the end of December 2018.

Post Vacant
(BBC)

Rostam Kilgour
(MNT)

Grant Cassidy
(MNT)

Leslie 
Huss-Smickler
(MNT)

Martyn Freeman(BBC)

Anne Bulford
(BBC)

David Gallagher(MNT)

David Jordan
(BBC)

BIll Matthews
(Chair and Independent Trustee)

Kevin Carter 
(Independent Trustee)

Post Vacant
(Independent Trustee)

Trustees

For full Trustee biographies  visit bbc.co.uk/mypension

January 2018
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| BACK AT THE BBC

WORLD CLASS OUTPUT
A commitment to world class output means pronouncing words correctly. It’s the job of our 
colleagues in the BBC’s Pronunciation Research Unit to offer support and provide expert 
direction. Ariel Networker Sarah Jackson met the Unit’s Head, Martha Figueroa-Clark.

Have you ever wondered how the BBC’s presenters 
can casually rattle off the most obscure of names? 
From far flung footballers to unfathomable 

pharmaceuticals, can they really know all that stuff off the 
top of their heads? Well no. Luckily, there are people who 
do, or at least can get the answer for you. 

Sarah Jackson: With only three members it must be 
tricky to deal with the amount of requests. Can you tell 
us where these queries come from and how long they 
take to answer?

Martha Figueroa-Clark: Queries can come from any part 
of the BBC. One minute we might be working on a Latin 
query for The Archers, the next we could be researching 
a foreign politician’s name, a scientific term or an 
obscure film character. 

Sarah: What are your team’s specific backgrounds and 
how do you go about researching the correct 
pronunciations and verifying they’re correct?

Martha: Each of the Pronunciation Research Unit’s 
linguists has an academic background in phonetics and 
speaks several foreign languages, at least one of which  
is to native or near-native level. 

Our first port of call is our online database – ‘Speakeasy’, 
but we also consult specialist pronunciation dictionaries 
and native speakers at the BBC, among other sources. 

When the ‘original’ pronunciation is established, we 
devise an anglicised version. This can be a fine balance 
as it needs to be pronounceable for an English-speaking 
broadcaster and understandable to our audience,  
while also remaining recognisable to a speaker of the 
source language. 

This can be tricky when you’re dealing with sounds 
which have no close equivalent in English – such as  
click sounds!

Sarah: Have the wrong pronunciations ever been 
used on air?

Mystery Sudoku
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the letters ABCEHILNR in some order. One row 
or column contains a five or more letter word, title or 
name with a BBC connection. Solve the Sudoku to 
discover what it is and send your answer to: The Editor, 
Prospero, BBC Pension and Benefits Centre, Broadcasting 
House, Cardiff CF5 2YQ by 5 March 2018. The winner 
gets a £10 voucher. Many thanks to Neil Somerville for 
providing this puzzle. 

The Sudoku winner in December was 
Penelope Ayliff, who correctly identified the 
BBC connection was Fi Glover. December’s 
Crospero winner was Sara Beynon; the 
answer was Good King Wenceslas.

L E
H N A C E

C B I

A E N
R L

L E C

I R H
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WIN
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This can be tricky when you’re dealing with click sounds.

Martha: It is inevitable that mispronunciations will be 
heard on-air, particularly in live broadcasting where 
there isn’t always time to check pronunciations.

Mispronunciations can often fall into the  
following categories: 

Place name mispronunciations: Kiev as kee-YEV instead 
of KEE-eff or KEE-ev. 

Foreign personal name mispronunciations: ‘Andrei’ is 
often pronounced ON-dray by native English speakers, 
instead of an-DRAY (‘a’ as in man, stress on final syllable).

English words: English words can be the trickiest 
because native English speakers aren’t always aware 
that they’re mispronouncing a word. For example 
‘biopic’ as bigh-OPP-ick rather than as BIGH-oh-pick or 
‘mischievous’ pronounced as miss-CHEE-vi-uhss instead 
of MISS-chiv-uhss.

Sarah: And of course there must be times when there is 
more than one answer?

Martha: Yes, many English words have more than one 
accepted pronunciation, e.g. ‘scallop’ pronounced 
SKOL-uhp or SKAL-uhp or ‘often’ as OFF-uhn or  
OFF-tuhn.

Context is also very important. Sometimes it will depend 
on usage – for example is the word ‘patent’ being  
used in the context of the (defunct) Patent Office or 
patent leather? 

Sarah: Why is it important for the BBC to get 
pronunciations right?

Martha: In the case of people’s names, it is a courtesy to 
get it right. Mispronunciations and inconsistency can 
detract from the content, causing the audience to doubt 
our knowledge of the subject matter, or complain that 
we are partisan (in a geopolitical context). It is a vital 
part of the BBC’s commitment to maintaining high 
quality output.



Remembering early radio stars
Johnny Beerling asked in his article (Prospero, December 2017) if anyone shared 
memories of past radio stars.

During the Second World War, which started when I was nine, my brother  
(two years older than me) and Grandma listened to ITMA every week. 

Grandma was going deaf so we were told NOT to laugh because ‘she missed the  
next joke’.

At the end of the half-hour show we all had a good laugh and mentioned the  
funniest bits.

My favourite was Jack Train as Colonel Chinstrap. He was an expert at getting 
free drinks. In one scene, the Colonel said to Tommy Handley: ‘Have you heard 
about the Shaws?’ 

Tommy said: ‘No, what Shaws?’ 

To which the Colonel replied: ‘I’ll have a large whisky, thank you.’

I still chuckle at that today.

Robert Jackson

I GREW UP in the ‘30s as an avid listener to the wireless, particularly to  
comedy programmes.

I loved Band Wagon with the great Arthur Askey and Richard Murdoch. I now 
have nearly all Arthur’s films on DVD. 

I met him when I was working at the BBC in Birmingham. The occasion was the 
press gathering to publicise that year’s pantomime at the Alexandra Theatre.  
I told Arthur I was a fan and said I admired the way he was so energetic, always 
on the go, never still for a moment. I said that I had expected to read in the 
papers one day that he had gone into hospital to have a pacemaker fitted. 
Arthur’s face fell. Then I said, ‘To slow you down!’ Arthur burst out laughing. 
‘Hey,’ he said, ‘that’s a good joke!’ I felt ten feet tall. I had made Arthur Askey 
laugh, the man who had made me laugh so many times in the past.

Keith Ackrill
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BBC Radio Durham get-together?

Saturday morning mix-ups
Further to Ray Liffen’s comments in the December edition of Prospero, I think this is 
very much a case of ‘Oh ye of little knowledge!’

In my early days I worked in the Transcription Service as a TO and on a regular basis 
used to attend both Saturday Club and Easy Beat recording sessions, and Ray is 
obviously unaware of the working conditions in those days.

MV4 & 5, and also ‘The Playhouse’ and ‘The Paris’ were used, with – from memory 
– nothing more than a Type B Mk2 (with possibly an MX 18 sub mixer) and a pair of 
BTR2s as far as equipment was concerned. As for time, that was also very tight – 
some five or six tracks in a three-hour session compared to several days (or weeks) in 
a commercial studio for a single track. So, on a direct comparison, they produced very 
commendable results.

I think his comments aptly describe the sound quality of most TV output, especially 
news, but sound in TV has always been a poor relation to visuals.

After a spell in Bush House (after reorganisation, which the Beeb was, and seems to be 
still fond of) I moved to Radio Training as an instructor, and here I agree with Ray, we 
always taught SMs, POAs, Audio Assistants or whatever their current title to balance by 
relative loudness. Speech should also be a faithful representation of the speaker, again 
something that sound supervisors and dubbing mixers seem unable to appreciate.

Tony Jarvis

(If anyone from those days would like to make contact please use the following email 
address tonyg6ttl@gmail.com with ‘Prospero’ in the subject box.)

Came there no sound!

Scottish aspect
There is one aspect (pardon the pun) that does annoy me about incorrect aspect 
ratios of transmitted programmes which I came across recently.

I live in south-west Scotland getting my signal through Glasgow and Sky (and 
occasionally Caldbeck). I was watching Dad’s Army on BBC2 Scotland, which 
was in the correct 4 x 3 format. I had cause to switch to BBC2 England on Sky, 
where I was surprised to see that the programme was in ‘widescreen’. This was 
also the case for Wales and Northern Ireland.

I would guess that the playout feed from London was in the correct format, so if 
BBC2 Scotland can get it right why can’t the other BBC2 regional variations?

David Buckley

Seventy-six years ago, as an 11-year-old 
boy, I went on holiday with my parents 
to an hotel in Bude, taking with me my 
one-valve (KT2) home-built radio.

Like the one Patrick O’Neall had 
(Prospero, December 2017) it used  
‘reaction’ (which is another name for 
positive feedback), controlled by a 
variable capacitor.

Increasing ‘reaction’ raised the 
selectivity (Q) of the single tuned 
circuit, thus improving rejection of 
adjacent channels, and increasing the 
volume: up to a point where the circuit 
began to oscillate.

I had observed that beyond that point, 
if the tuning was very carefully 
adjusted, my set would radiate an 
unmodulated carrier-wave locked to 
the incoming station frequency.

This was the basis of a prank which  
I hope will make you chuckle.

The hotel ‘wireless’ was in the hotel 
lounge, and it was presided over by  
two ‘dragons’ who imposed the rule 

Your coverage of BBC Radio Brighton’s 
50th anniversary in your December 
issue prompts me to issue a similar  
call to those who worked at BBC  
Radio Durham. Like Brighton it no 
longer exists in its original form, having 
closed in 1972 after just four years.  
BBC Radios Newcastle and Teesside 
expanded their areas to include  
County Durham.

A good number of us from those 
pioneering days marked the 40th 
anniversary with a civic reception  
and dinner.

that the wireless was only to be 
switched on for the Home Service 
news, and switched off promptly at the 
end of the bulletin. One day I carefully 
set up my one valver in my bedroom, 
and then went down to watch the fun. 
The wireless was duly switched on at 
the appointed time, but came there no 
sound even after the resident ‘major’ 
had banged the cabinet and fiddled  
with the controls and connections.  
Until that is, my jamming radio began  
to unlock from the Home Service carrier 
and drift in frequency. Then a loud 
low-frequency tone was to be heard 
which warbled a bit and increased in 
frequency. The hotel wireless was 
hurriedly switched off and unplugged.

I have great admiration for my parents 
who were sitting beside me in the 
lounge, and who were fully aware of 
what I was up to, but managed to keep  
a straight face. I think they enjoyed the 
joke, and I hope you will too.

David Birt
Ex D&ED, Chiswick

I therefore wonder whether a reunion  
in the City on Tuesday 3 July, the  
50th anniversary of the opening by  
the Rt. Hon. Edward Short, Durham 
graduate and, in 1968, Secretary  
of State for Education, might be 
welcomed? If so we could determine 
the nature of the gathering.

If you are interested please contact me 
at nigel@gtcorby.plus.com or on  
01228 560617.

Nigel Holmes

Daily service
I have noticed that for some time now the daily service is 6db lower at least than 
continuity output, listening at Gattonside in the Scottish Borders.

Malcolm Wright



Valerie Barrell, who offered a framed 
photograph of Tacolneston mast in the  
last issue of Prospero, received two 
requests from former BBC people willing 
to take it off her hands. We thought we 
would publish their letters as they share 
their memories of the transmitting 
station, which may be of interest to some 
of our readers. 

Firstly, may I thank you all 
for all your excellent work 
in producing one of my 
favourite periodicals!

Secondly, I would be very 
grateful if you could 

kindly put my name and contact details 
forward to Mrs Valerie Barrell as a possible 
recipient of the framed photograph of the 
Tacolneston Transmitting Station. I would 
be more than happy to reimburse all costs 
of postage as well as making a donation  
to any charitable organisation of  
Mrs Barrell’s choice.

Perhaps you could kindly relate the 
following as a personal memory of my 
experience of working (albeit very briefly) 
with her late husband, Mr Graham Barrell.

On behalf of Transmission Site 
Development (Peter Mensforth et al), I 
visited the station during the ‘90s whilst 
reviewing British Telecom’s occupancy of 
BBC accommodation in the guise of their 
previous existence as a publicly-owned 
telecommunications organisation (i.e. the 
General Post Office).

Graham and his colleagues all made me 
very welcome and went out of their way 
to assist me in that visit as well as several 
others to stations within their ‘patch’. 
Graham was especially interested when I 
told him that it was our collective intention 
to ‘back-charge’ BT at commercial rates 
for all those ‘Post Office rooms’ within the 
BBC’s transmission facilities where they 
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Several takers for Tacolneston
were deemed to be deriving a commercial 
benefit from that accommodation.

Once our project was complete and we 
had presented BT with the bill, I made a 
point of letting Graham know that, as a 
result of our ‘due diligence’ process, we 
had received payment in excess of a 
quarter of a million pounds. His comment 
was along the lines of ‘That’s an excellent 
result… well done. Mind you, I bet it was 
just back-pocket change for *that* lot!’

Mrs Barrell may be interested to learn that 
I still keep in touch with Nigel Claxton 
(formerly Assistant Transmitter Manager, 
Tacolneston) and many other former BBC 
Transmission staff by way of a ‘second-
Tuesday-in-the-month’ meet-up in 
Kenilworth. If the framed photograph were 
to be granted to my ownership, I would be 
delighted to take it along to the next one 
for people to see.

Guy Stanbury

I WAS DELIGHTED to see the offer of the 
lovely photo of the Tacolneston mast 
being offered by Valerie Barrell and would 
be delighted to be considered as a 
recipient. I’m sure there will be lots of 
applicants, so here is my claim!

In the mid-1970s (the precise date escapes 
me), when there were no satellite links or 
fibre transmission cables, it was my job to 
bring STEREO VHF broadcasts to East 
Anglia to be transmitted from the 
Tacolneston mast. It had been mono only 
up to then. The problem was getting the 
signals to the station and I was the Project 
Engineer given the job of doing it. I did it 
by installing a high quality professional 
receiver at the Sudbury station which 
picked up the transmissions from 
Wrotham (the ‘grandfather’ station of the 
stereo network). From Sudbury we used a 
7Gz microwave link to Tacolneston, and 
because microwave transmission over flat 

terrain can be quite tricky the link used a 
couple of tricks not used anywhere else on 
the BBC network.

The signals were picked up by a very large 
dish mounted at about 400ft up the mast 
and I well remember a memorable incident 
during the rigging process. In those days 
transmitting stations were fully manned by 
a number of staff, from cleaners, through 
canteen staff up to ‘Engineers-in-Charge’.  
I was in the car park as the dish was being 
installed, generally keeping a watchful eye 
but also hauling on a stabilising line 400ft 
long! At some point one of the riggers 
dropped a spirit level – not a B&Q-type 
job, but a sophisticated instrument worth 
several hundred pounds. It landed, with a 
resounding thump, on the station roof – 
and you have never seen a transmitting 
station empty so quickly (even quicker 
than at the end of a shift!). All the staff 
bailed out, convinced that one of my 
riggers had fallen to his death and that a 
major enquiry would result. Happily, all 
that was necessary was a long report from 
me to my boss as to why we needed a 
new spirit level to complete the job of 
bringing stereo to East Anglia!

The name of Graham Barrell does not, 
sadly, ring a bell, but it was always a 
pleasure to visit the Tacolneston station. 
The E-i-C at that time was a gentleman 
named Hartley. Unlike the bosses at some 
stations he was, as I have said, a 
gentleman and this filtered through the 
rest of the staff. As visiting engineers from 
‘Head Office’, we were always treated with 
courtesy and provided with every 
assistance. Perhaps Graham was one of 
those who helped us so enthusiastically.

And the photo 
goes to…
Guy Stanbury was the recipient of 
the picture as he had actually met 
Graham. He very kindly said he 
would make a copy of it to send to 
Philip Upton who, though he had 
not met Graham, had worked on  
the mast and told me several 
amusing stories about it… both 
gentlemen had offered to donate  
to Cancer Research which was  
very fitting. Thank you for your 
valuable assistance.

Valerie Barrell

All this was a long time ago (I celebrated 
my 80th birthday in December) and 
broadcast engineering has changed 
dramatically, but I claim that the Hartleys, 
Barrells and Uptons of that era brought a 
high standard of expertise to new services 
then in their infancy.

As I said, my claim may be one of many, 
but if I am the chosen recipient, I would 
gladly make a donation to Children-in-
Need or any other charity which Valerie 
cares to nominate.

Finally, I cannot resist pointing out to you 
that the name of the station was 
misspelled in Prospero. There is an extra 
‘N’ between ‘L’ and ‘E’ – as in my text!

Philip Upton

Can you help?
Howard Moses
I’d like to contact former BBC graphics 
artist Howard Moses, to tell him his  
work is to be seen on YouTube under 
‘Heathcote Williams reads his poem 
Advertisement in 1980.’

Julius Hogben

Robert H Woods
I’d like to appeal for information from 
the readers of Prospero about Robert 
H Woods. He was a sound engineer 
responsible for setting up the 
microphone and recording equipment 
for King George VI’s speeches from 
1937 to 1952.

Mark Logue

If you can help Mark, please contact 
the Prospero team (prospero@bbc.
co.uk) and we will pass on your details. 

Scottish Orchestras?
Does anyone know of musicians or 
production staff associated with the 
Scottish Variety Orchestra or Scottish 
Radio Orchestras? If so, I would be 
delighted if they could make contact 
with me at ndoinfo@tiscali.co.uk

Ian Reed

Archivist of the BBC’s regional big bands

Stanley or Hedwig Simpson
I am a writer for Longreads, which 
specializes in longform journalism, and 
I am trying to track down any 
descendants and/or information on 
Stanley Simpson and his wife, Hedwig 
‘Hedy’ Mauer Simpson. 

Both reportedly worked for the BBC 
during World War II. Stanley was an 
editor for BBC Polish Service and I  
was hoping to speak with their 
relatives about the work Stanley  
and Hedwig contributed. 

Matthew Hudson-Giles

If you can help Matt, please call him  
on 0718 344 3663 or email 
matthewhudsongiles@gmail.com



Controllers
BBC Wales received outstanding support 
from two director-generals – Alasdair 
Milne and Michael Checkland – but at 
channel controller level the success or 
failure to sell programme ideas depended 
on the individual incumbent. 

To some controllers we varied between 
being a nuisance and a waste of time. 
Senior executives Will Wyatt and Alan 
Yentob only considered the Welsh 
National Opera worthy of their attention. 
Bill Cotton Jr offered me the network 
rugby if we made no other offers. 

Caring controllers included Aubrey 
Singer, Alan Hart and Brian Wenham with 
whom I enjoyed haggling over pennies. 
They wanted the best programmes 
regardless of where they were sourced.  
It was a game of Russian Roulette.

Welsh prejudices
John Birt, then deputy director-general 
and I did not have the best  
of relationships.

In 2015, 25 years after I retired, an official 
BBC biographer published Pinkoes and 
Traitors: the BBC and the Nation (1974-
1987), in which Scotland was mentioned 
twice, Wales once and the English regions 
not at all. 

John Birt described BBC Wales as ‘run like 
a small navy and the head of it thought of 
himself as the admiral’. Birt’s attitude 
merely reinforced all the prejudices held 
against Welsh broadcasting by many BBC 
senior executives ever since Lord Reith, 
founder of the BBC, once wrote in his 
diary: ‘I settled Wales on Thursday.’

The Broadcasters of BBC Wales 1964-1990 
Published by Y Lolfa (ylolfa.com) 
RRP: £12.99 
ISBN: 9781784614645
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THE INSIDER’S VIEW  
OF BBC WALES
by Gareth Price, former BBC Wales controller

T  he Broadcasters of BBC Wales, 
1964-1990 tells the story of an 
exceptional period in Welsh radio 

and TV when an eclectic collection of 
characters emerged both in front and 
behind the microphone. 

Their lives are recounted in a memoir by 
Gareth Price who knew them all during 
his 26-year career, including 10 years as  
a producer and 15 years in programme 
management, ending as controller  
in 1990.

The following article gives a flavour of 
Gareth’s memoirs. He says, ‘Wynford 
Vaughan Thomas, Alun Williams, Cliff 
Morgan, Carwyn James, Ryan Davies and 
Max Boyce are only the headline acts in a 
parade of people who enriched the lives 
of audiences in Wales and beyond.’

First foray
‘Who are you then? My name is  
Alun Williams.’

It was April 1964, my first foray into the 
BBC Cardiff canteen.

Known throughout Wales as ‘Mr BBC’, 
Alun was a born entertainer and 
commentator in both English  
and Welsh. 

However, Alun was serious minded  
with a strong religious background  
which emerged during his finest hour.  

Oggie! Oggie!
I took BBC1 controller Alan Hart to see 
Max Boyce take an audience by storm at 
the Fairfield Hall, Croydon. 

Max engaged with his audience from the 
moment of his grand entry, bedecked in 
red, carrying his enormous leek and 
uttering his war-cry ‘Oggie! Oggie! 
Oggie!’ which created an immediate 
response. The larger the hall the greater 
the outpouring of Max’s energy and 
sweat while driving the noise levels  
ever higher.

Backstage before that entrance, however, 
he was a bundle of nerves, psyching 
himself up, pacing up and down like a 
caged animal waiting to be let loose.  
Alan Hart was duly impressed and 
wanted more for his schedule.

Singer of the World
Head of music Mervyn Williams had the 
idea of Cardiff Singer of the World while 
in the bath. 

He brought his idea to the table in his 
usual manner – on the back of an 
envelope and let others work out the 
costs and organisation. The task fell to his 
administrator, Anna Williams, who carried 
BBC Wales’s biggest ongoing project for 
30 years.

Preparations for the first night of what 
taxi drivers called ‘the Cardiff sing song’ 
were going well until we realised there 
was no demand for tickets in St David’s 
Hall. We papered the event free of 
charge, the first night arrived and we  
held our breath. Would the singers be 
good enough to justify the title? 

Karita Mattila of Finland was the first to 
take the stage. Within five seconds we 
knew we had found the first Singer of  
the World.
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The murder of several Israeli athletes  
at the Munich Olympics of 1972 was relayed 
to him while commentating live on network 
radio. He changed gear effortlessly, 
demonstrating great sensitivity, experience 
and the necessary knowledge to cope with 
a unique situation.

War correspondent
Wynford Vaughan Thomas shared a 
passion for words and music with Alun. 
Both were originally appointed OB 
assistants but branched out in very 
different directions. 

War correspondent Wynford made his 
name with an iconic live commentary 
from a Lancaster bomber flying through 
the flak over Berlin but also covered the 
battle for Anzio and witnessed 
unspeakable horrors during the division 
of India and Pakistan.

Yet Wynford had a wicked sense of 
humour. He was a wordsmith, a serial 
storyteller, as unstoppable as a waterfall. 
We recorded his risqué collection of 
limericks which are still waiting for 
transmission at midnight on Radio 4 
when time considers them suitable…

Prince of Wales
I was sent to Picton Castle in 
Pembrokeshire during Prince Charles’ 
investiture year in order to brief HRH  
on a TV science lecture he was keen  
to introduce.

His equerry told me: ‘Remember, Mr Price, 
to walk backwards out of his presence.’

I entered a large semi-circular room lined 
with books, including the false volumes 
which hid the only door. I remember 
nothing of the meeting. My mind was 
fixed on how to find the disguised 
doorknob during my exit. As I retreated 
from the Prince’s presence, I could only 
think of Charles’s hero, Spike Milligan, 
singing, ‘I’m walking backwards  
or Christmas.’

Fourth of June
The Radio Cymru reporter Aled Gwyn 
specialised in developing ‘insider’ 
contacts. During the Tiananmen Square 
student protest in 1989, Aled knew of a 
Welsh speaker enrolled and living on the 
University campus itself. Nobody guessed 
that contact was constantly being made 
with her in Welsh.

Aled not only broke stories made with 
her for his own channel. He informed the 
London newsroom of the content but not 
his source, much to the astonishment of 
reporters based in Beijing, including Kate 
Adie, who witnessed the students’ 
strategy unfold in front of their eyes.

Wynford Vaughan Thomas 

Alun Williams 

Karita Mattila 



Club website 
The BBC Club website bbcclub.com has 
a host of offers available for our 
members, including theatre ticket deals, 
gifts, cooking ideas, articles on health 
and therapies and a lot more. 

Much of the content in the Club Extra 
section is for members only; in order to 
register, you’ll need a new-style BBC 
Club card which has an eight-digit 
number on the back starting with 100.  
If you don’t have a new-style card, call 
the Club on 0208 752 6666 or email 
bbc.club@bbc.co.uk

Your membership card will also allow 
you to enter our FREE monthly 
members’ competition. Previous  
prizes have included gift cards,  
wine, pamper events and lunches.  
February’s competition is for a 
floatation experience for two!

Events 
Our January event was to the Museum 
of Brands, taking a trip back to some 
forgotten favourites, a nostalgic trip 
down memory lane for many!

Not sure Modern Art is for you? In 
February, we have a private tour of Tate 
Modern with an expert explaining the 
merits of Modern Art. Later in the 
month, we have a guided tour of the 
British Library and an introduction to  
its treasures.

Our theatre trip this quarter is in March 
and is to The Phantom of the Opera. 
Yes, we’ve probably all seen it but it 
really is worth a second viewing… and a 
third and a fourth!

Then we hope for a nice spring day for 
a guided tour of Eltham Palace with a 
chance to visit the stunning gardens.

Our events are open to all BBC Club 
retired members but Prospero Society 
members get subsidised rates and early 
booking. Availability for the trips is 
updated regularly on the Prospero page 
of the BBC Club website. To join, it  
only costs £15 per year for BBC Club 
members and the Society is a great way 
to meet up with friends old and new! 
For details or to join, contact the Club.

Societies

The Golf Society season runs from April 
to October. We run monthly golf events, 
usually on a Friday, which are a mixture 
of our standard 27-hole (all day) events 
and 18-hole events at more premium 
courses. Please contact the Club to join 
for the 2018 season.

BBC Club Broadcast Centre, BC2 B3, 
201 Wood Lane, London W12 7TP  
020 8752 6666  
BBC.CLUB@BBC.CO.UK
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IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE 
RIGHT TIME by Austin Ruddy

In 1963, I was bowled over by the energy 
of BBC Shepherd’s Bush. Every studio 
busy, every night a first night, every 

programme a new venture. It was a totally 
new world for me. 

On my first tentative excursion into the 
canteen, I shared a table with a Roman 
senator (complete with horn-rimmed 
spectacles), an ancient Brit in animal skins 
and Adolf Hitler! Yes! Three meals a day 
after being a penniless art student.

There were then many staff who had 
served in World War Two. It was great to 
listen to their anecdotes – the generation 
that had set up television after the war. 
Perhaps that’s why there were so many 
acronyms and military overtones.  
(I narrowly escaped a couple of  
‘court martials’ in my early days.) 

Through the BBC, I travelled to many 
places I doubt I should ever otherwise 
have seen. Among them, I spent a term in 
Belfast and fell in love with the place and 
its people; also Greece, Belgium and 
Scotland. I filmed in palaces where you 
carefully wiped your feet on entering and 
also slums where you wiped your feet  
on exiting! 

I met so many specialists in so many 
fields. I had a personalised lesson in 
tunnel building from Pat Reid of  
Colditz fame and on how to fly a  
crippled bomber.

When not away on filming, the designers 
would ‘tour’ the studios during lunch 
breaks to see colleagues’ work – to 
support or sometimes console; this ritual 
became known as ‘the lunch bunch tour’.  
I don’t recall a great feeling of 
competitiveness, more that help, advice 
and benefit of experience were freely 
shared. I remember sharing an office with 
a young designer called Ridley Scott – I 
wonder whatever became of him! And why 
did one’s best ideas always come at 3am?

In 1979, on the last day of a long 
recording and on the eve of a much-
needed holiday, I was called to come up 
and take a phone call in the studio gallery. 
It was a hospital who told me to come 
immediately as my wife had just been told 
she had only a few weeks to live. In fact, 
her illness lasted a terrible 11 months. This 
came completely without any warning to 
us. The reason I mention this here is 
because I must express my ever-great 
gratitude for the warmth and support I 
and our seven-year-old son received both 
from my colleagues and the Design 
Department management during this 
awful time. They were great. The BBC was 
a great and honourable employer in my 
opinion. I can’t help wondering how  
many organisations today would show 
such care.

AP on fire
When I returned to work, I was offered a 
stint at AP on OU (excuse the acronyms!) 
Please imagine a room with windows at 
shoulder height; below these two 
colleagues were seated at their drawing 
boards engrossed. As I entered the room, 
I saw through the window above them 
what appeared to be smoke coming 
through the roof slates of the adjoining 
wing, just a few metres away, shortly 
followed by small orange flames which 
grew rapidly in size. ‘Excuse me chaps 
but I think the building’s on fire.’ At this, 
the two of them shot to their feet and 
said in unison, ‘B***** hell!’

Shortly the alarm sounded and just about 
every fire engine in North London arrived 
on the scene – blue lights flashing and 
sirens wailing, helicopters overhead. Very, 
very impressive. The smoke could be seen 
for miles. I came in the next day and took 
photographs of molten glass hanging like 
icicles from distorted ironwork of a 
curious pink colour. Poor, dear old 
Alexandra Palace.

I took early retirement in 1990. I was not 
comfortable with the way the BBC was 
heading. It seemed to me that the 
politicians were out to get ‘Auntie’ – what 
with her independent ways and all. 
Paradoxically, the Left thinking her too 
Right and the Right thinking her too Left. 
I was told to collaborate on programmes 
with private production companies. This 
undermined what had been the greatest 
professional design group ever. I had 
designed hundreds of productions such 
as Colditz, Secret Army, Penmarric,  
Play for Today, and Miss Marple etc.  
and retired as a senior designer. 

I paint, draw and make etchings in  
rural Yorkshire. I paint the seasons and 
people – as Hugh Wheldon once said, 
‘The human face is the most interesting 
landscape in the world.’ I’ve had work 
exhibited in major exhibitions in  
London and the North as well as in  
public collections. 

I do still grieve at the absence of so many 
dear, funny, talented friends who made 
their contributions and are not with us 
any longer and who never got to draw 
their pensions. And I am proud to have 
been a small part of an organisation 
which can justifiably lay claim to being 
part of British cultural history.

Austin’s paintings and etchings can be 
seen on these two websites:

art-connections.org.uk 
nyos.org.uk
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AN EPIC YEAR FOR NORTH 3
by Jerry Clegg

The year 2017 was the busiest yet for the privately 
restored ‘Heritage’ TV OB mobile control room, 
North 3/CMCR9. 

North 3 took part in two big feature film shoots in the 
south of England, including All the Money in the World 
– the movie where the director, Ridley Scott, hastily 
reshot Kevin Spacey’s scenes after allegations of sexual 
misconduct were made against the actor.

The film shoot took place at Hatfield House in 
Buckinghamshire, which represented John Paul Getty’s 
mansion in the movie.

North 3 was conveyed to Hatfield House in mid-July by a 
luxurious low-loader arranged by the film company and 
escorted by North 3’s owner, Steve Harris, who, at the 
shoot, manned a camera on top of the scanner at the 
behest of the director. The scanner, with Steve on top, 
was seen in two shots in part of a trailer for the film 
which was shown on BBC News. When Christopher 
Plummer replaced Spacey, the film was reshot over nine 
days – without North 3!

The second film shoot was in the middle of September. 
North 3 was again conveyed south by low-loader, this 
time to the former Bovingdon Airfield in Hertfordshire 
where Twentieth Century Fox was shooting  
Bohemian Rhapsody. 

This is a film about Queen and its lead singer, Freddie 
Mercury, directed by Bryan Singer and the set was a 
huge reconstruction of part of Wembley Stadium during 
the massive Live Aid concert in 1985. It featured 
hundreds of teenage extras, mostly in t-shirts and shorts, 
who spent most of their time trying to keep warm!

Bohemian Rhapsody was in the news too, when the 
director was relieved of his duties over ‘problems on  
the set’. 

During the year, North 3 was also on public show at four 
of the annual steam and vintage vehicle rallies: the 
Llandudno Transport Festival at the end of April, 
followed by the Kelsall Steam Rally in June, Wilmslow 
Show in July and Shrewsbury Steam Rally at Onslow 
Park on the August Bank Holiday.

The final event of 2017 was participation in a project 
organised by the Royal Holloway University of London at 
the National Science and Media Museum in Bradford. 
This was an exhibition called ‘Being Human’, part of the 
University’s ‘Adapt’ project. It proved to be a difficult 
assignment! North 3 could not be accommodated in 
front of the museum in a working mode, so it was 
decided to ‘derig’ two period cameras and all the 
associated control equipment into the foyer and operate 
there. Steve and his team, which included some of the 

retired former BBC staff who did the historical 
reconstruction OB at Northop Hall in 2016, erected three 
areas: a production gallery with sound control, a vision 
control area and a lit in-vision set. 

There were a myriad of Health and Safety requirements 
to be observed, but all went well in the end – a tribute  
to all concerned. Among the many visitors were 
schoolchildren and a group of academics who had  
been holding a conference at the museum. 

Exciting plans for 2018 include more work on Steve’s 
‘other scanner’ LO23/type-7 and participation at some 
new events.

The Calrec analogue sound desk from the scrapped 
North 4 has replaced the missing digital one from LO23, 
and Eric Hignett has completed restoration of the rear 
bodywork, so LO23 is now ready to be resprayed in its 
original livery. 

There are no plans to exhibit LO23 at the moment, but 
among other events, it is hoped to show North 3 at the 
second Woodford Air Fair at the Avro Heritage Centre in 
Woodford on 7-8 July 2018.

The Max Factor
2018 will be the 15th anniversary of the Max Wall 
Society. It was formed by a group of enthusiasts  
who wished to keep the music hall actor’s flame alive. 

I’ve recently become the new Chairman, having 
known Max socially and professionally for 20 years 
before his death in 1990 at the age of 82. The Society 
President is Sir Ken Dodd; previous holders of the 
post were Bob Monkhouse and Ronnie Corbett who, 
like Sir Ken, were proud to be at the helm.

Many readers will remember Max as a comedian with 
his own radio and television shows on the BBC. I first 
met Max in 1970, when I was still on the staff of BBC 
TV and he was in pantomime in Bromley. At that 
time, he was beginning to attract producers who 
wanted him to turn his talents towards acting, in 
particular admirers such as Albert Finney. 

Eventually Max took the bait and became a straight 
actor, praised by audiences and critics alike. 

On stage, he made a big impact, playing Archie Rice in 
John Osborne’s own revival of The Entertainer, but 
Max made a lasting impression with the dark 
characters in the plays of Samuel Beckett. It was this 
transformation from music hall clown to the legitimate 
theatre that became the story behind my 1984 South 
Bank Show documentary for Melvyn Bragg. I met 
Beckett during the shooting and he gave us permission 
to film scenes from Waiting for Godot on location for 
the first time.    

The Society’s main event each year is our grand 
dinner held at the National Liberal Club where 
members, known as ‘Bricks’, gather to salute Max’s 
long career. 

Celebrity guests have included Prunella Scales, Wayne 
Sleep, Ian Lavender, Alison Steadman and patrons, 
Simon Callow and Barry Cryer. All are devotees of the 
man related to the Great Wall of China, and dedicated 
to preserving the unique image that Max left behind in 
radio, films, television and the stage. 

Alison Steadman has accepted my invitation to 
become a patron of the Society, replacing Sir Ken. We 
Bricks are delighted with the announcement, although 
it does mean we have two Liverpudlians elevated to 
the front office! Alison’s new role coincided with Max 
topping the bill in the Good Old Days on BBC4 in 
December. Max recorded three shows for this popular 
series, so it’s good to know that this one has survived.

If anyone has memories of Max at the BBC and wishes to 
join our Society, please contact: jan.lloyd27@gmail.com.    

by Paul Foxall  
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JENNI MURRAY: 30 YEARS  
OF WOMAN’S HOUR
Jenni Murray has presented Woman’s Hour for an incredible 30 years. Ariel Networker,  
Isabel Neelands spoke to Jenni about her time on the flagship programme.

Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour has been offering a 
female perspective on the world for over 70 
years, and Jenni’s first memories of the 

programme date back to her infancy. 

‘My mother used to feed me as a baby whilst listening to 
the 2pm edition in the 1950s, so it’s pretty incredible 
that I’m where I am today. I do hope Woman’s Hour 
stays around forever – it’s an important programme.’ 

Over the last 30 years, Jenni has interviewed a plethora 
of famous people but when asked to name a highlight, 
without a moment’s hesitation, Jenni singles out the 
‘wonderful’ George Clooney. 

‘I don’t normally work on Mondays these days and – I’ll 
be honest – when asked by my producer to interview on 
a Monday, I put up a fight. But when I found out who it 
was…I mean…I agreed in a heartbeat and dropped 
everything in a shot. 

‘However, I should also mention Hillary Clinton who I 
interviewed just before she was due to stand as a 
candidate for the US presidential election.’

Unlike other politicians Jenni has interviewed, nothing 
was off topic. Hillary answered questions on her job, 
diplomatic work and personal relationships, including 
about her relationship with her husband, Bill Clinton, and 
his extra-marital affairs.

Female representation
When asked who’d been most difficult to interview, one 
person sprang instantly to mind for Jenni. ‘Go on,’ she 
laughs, ‘give it a guess.’

If you tuned in to the Woman’s Hour anniversary 
programme or have been a long-time listener, you’ll 
know the answer: Margaret Thatcher.

‘Oh, she was just waiting for you to make a mistake. 
She’d researched me very well and was waiting to trip 
me up.’ 

Thatcher made the interview difficult by refusing to 
engage in questions and declined to answer on what it 
was like to be a woman and the Prime Minister. 

‘She would just say,’ notes Jenni in her best Thatcher 
impression, ‘I am not a woman Prime Minister, Jenni.  
I am the Prime Minister.’ 

Jenni’s had the honour of visiting Downing Street on 
numerous occasions to interview some of the most 
powerful and influential figures of our time. 

‘Downing Street in itself feels intimidating although it’s 
changed over the years. Walking up the polished 
staircase, past the historic pictures, and entering a pretty 
sitting-room, still has an amazing effect on you.’

Although Jenni has interviewed Theresa May previously, 
she’d love to interview her again. 

Jenni expresses her anger at how female politicians are 
portrayed in the press, noting her particular disgust at a 
newspaper headline which referred to ‘Brexit’ as ‘Legsit’. 
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Catering for all women of all ages
Jenni is also a writer – her recent work, A History of 
Britain in 21 Women: A Personal Selection is a bestseller.

‘It’s been great meeting listeners of our show on tour 
(Jenni has been touring literary festivals promoting her 
book). One fan commented that Woman’s Hour has 
been trying too hard to attract a younger audience, 
whilst another disagreed and said she’d been listening to 
the programme for years, and now listens with her 
elderly mother who enjoys it just as much as her.’

For Jenni, the programme caters for women of all ages; 
what’s important for Woman’s Hour is that ‘we continue 
to discuss a range of subjects that women can relate to, 
from sexual politics to cooking.’

Comparing Woman’s Hour to Jammie Dodgers...
Yet no journey is plain sailing and Jenni reveals how 
shifting the programme from the afternoon to a morning 
slot was a ‘difficult’ transition, with the team fighting 
hard to keep the Woman’s Hour name.

‘We even brought in a brand expert to explain to the 
controller at the time the importance of retaining  
our brand. 

‘I’m not sure how happy he was that she compared 
Woman’s Hour to Jammie Dodgers and M&S, but the 
message came across…make changes to packaging or 
open a new store, but you do not change a brand name 
that is known and trusted.’ 

Over our conversation, it’s clear that Jenni has a strong, 
colourful and warm character, reflecting her enthralling 
quality as a presenter on Woman’s Hour. When asked 
about the secret of her success, Jenni says: ‘Someone 
once told me that my success lies in the fact I have a 
well-stocked mind. My message to young women would 
be to stock your mind, study hard, work hard, and have 
confidence that you know what you’re talking about.

‘It’s a shame that social media has put so much pressure 
on young women and the way they look…what’s really 
important in achieving success is a thorough education 
and informing yourself.’

Jenni Murray with Dr Helen Castor, from a programme 
called England’s Forgotten Queen: The Life and Death 
of Lady Jane Grey.

My mother used to feed me as a 
baby whilst listening to the 2pm 
edition in the 1950s

Radio champions 
receive royal 
recognition
Two BBC radio presenters have received MBEs in 
the New Year’s Honours list for their services to 
radio and charity.

BBC Radio Ulster presenter, Linda McAuley and 
BBC Radio London presenter, Eddie Nestor were 
among the 1,123 people named on the honours list 
issued by the Cabinet Office.

Linda received an MBE for her services to 
consumers through her work on Radio Ulster’s On 
Your Behalf, which champions the cause of 
consumers in Northern Ireland.

Eddie, who has presented BBC Radio London’s 
Drivetime programme since 2003, received an MBE 
for his charitable work. After surviving cancer in 
2007, Eddie made a pledge to raise money every 
year for worthy causes. Over the past decade, he 
has climbed Mount Kilimanjaro, run the London 
Marathon and jumped from a plane in aid of a 
number of charities.

What if your TV knew 
who you were?
The BBC Digital Partnerships team is leading the way on 
the use of voice identification, looking at ways we can 
use it to sign into our services. 

Usernames and passwords are the ‘traditional’ route to 
signing in; using a quick code you enter on a website to 
sign in on your TV. Although these methods are now 
ubiquitous, they are a little cumbersome.

The BBC and Microsoft have experimented together  
on ways of authenticating users by using their unique 
voice print.

The user simply uses a pass phrase like ‘verify me’ and 
the device then analyses the audio and authenticates 
that the user is who they say they are.

The experiment was developed for iPlayer on the web 
as, at the time of development, the version of iPlayer 
that runs on TVs and games consoles did not support 
the sign-in feature.

The purpose of the experiment is to see how effective 
the mechanism is and help develop our understanding 
of how we could use the technology within the context 
of iPlayer and BBC ID.

So, how secure is this technology? It’s the same 
technology now used by some banks to authenticate 
customers, but it’s not infallible. For example, there was 
a case reported in the news where someone’s twin was 
able to access his brother’s telephone banking because 
he sounded like him.

However, the technology has come a long way and for 
something like logging into iPlayer, it definitely fits the 
bill in terms of security.

We might not be able to use our voices to authenticate 
ourselves on iPlayer in the near future, but this sort of 
collaboration gives us a tantalising glimpse at our 
direction of travel and what the technology of tomorrow 
could provide.
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Harry Rogers OBE
There’ll be few of us left who 
could claim to have joined the 
BBC during the war. But that’s 
exactly what Harry Rogers did, 
as a young teenage messenger, 
positioned near the front door 
of BH.

He soon graduated to sound 
effects ‘boy’ on variety programmes – opening doors  
for ITMA and the rest. Until the day he died on  
2 September aged 91, he kept his sound FX case  
complete with coconut shells and a box of dried  
peas (soldiers marching).

I first met Harry when he opened Radio Medway in 1970 
and I was up in Sheffield. He was always the court jester 
at managers’ conferences and we loved him for it. He’d 
brought all his experience and wisdom from BBC Radio 
Archives to the job as manager and his staff responded 
in spades. The building in Chatham was cramped 
but welcoming with strong evidence of community 
involvement – fundraising events, piles of toys donated 
to needy children. And most astonishing of all – Harry 
and his wife Dorothy championed the cause of the 
Wisdom Hospice, helping to raise enough funds for 
 the building which was opened by the Queen in 1984. 
He was rightly recognised with an OBE.

Many of Harry’s achievements were extracurricular but 
entirely in tune with the BBC’s intention of putting down 
its roots. That’s what Frank Gillard wanted 50 years ago. 
Whether Frank would have approved of Harry’s listener 
trips to the Holy Land we’ll never know. But bonding with 
your listeners on the Sea of Galilee can’t be bad. The idea 
caught on fast as other stations followed suit...jumbo jets 
to Australia, cruises to the Med. Occasionally a passenger 
would go missing and someone centrally (not me!) 
thought it was not core business and should stop. 

Harry turned his mind to other things. Medway had 
become Radio Kent and he desperately needed new 
premises. Using all his contacts and political nous 
he negotiated a brilliant site – Sun Pier, overlooking 
the water. The gleaming new building was his final 
contribution to the community and to his devoted staff.

Michael Barton

Accomplished lighting 
camera supervisor 

Don Groom, who died on  
14 October aged 85, was the 
consummate professional 
cameraman, who could always 
adapt his craft to satisfy the 
whims of the most demanding 
producer. Always of a calm 
and confident demeanor, no 

crisis, however severe, was ever more than ‘a little bit of 
a problem’ to Don! He was also one of the nicest people 
you could wish to meet.

Following National Service with the RAF, Don joined 
the BBC in London in 1958 as a PTO. He learned the 
elements of TV production in the studios at Lime Grove; 
always yearning to be on cameras, he spent quite a bit 
of time doing sound! He married Gill at that time and 
they subsequently had three children, Claire, Mark 
and Michelle.

Asked to help out by spending ‘a couple of weeks’ in 
Birmingham, he ended up settling there with the family 
for 10 years! 

Don played his part in all the genres of Midland Region 
production, including many Gardener’s World shows.

In 1969, Don and a whole Midland crew moved to  
BBC North in Manchester, which soon had two  
new colour OB units. He was promoted to senior 
cameraman and led multi-camera crews on the full  
range of output, including music, sport and current 
affairs programmes.

Don graduated to high-profile PSC work and covered 
the controversial 1982 rebel cricket tour in apartheid 
South Africa. He did a number of programmes with 
Russell Harty in the 80s and also many Rough Guides, 
travelling all over the world. While working on the 
infamous Royal Knockout programme at Alton Towers  
in 1987, he gave a tutorial on the Ikegami HL79 camera 
to HRH Prince Edward.

Don never yearned for anything more than being 
a cameraman and always said that he’d been very 
privileged to have a fabulous career which took him all 
over the world and he ‘wouldn’t have changed a thing’.

In retirement, Don took to making high-quality  
amateur videos, including one featuring a flying  
replica Avro triplane. He enjoyed playing golf and  
was devoted to his family and especially to his seven 
lovely grandchildren.

Jerry Clegg

Larger than life!
BBC Transmission staff were 
sorry to hear of the death of 
John Tyssul James, known to  
all as Tys, on 29 July 2017.

Tys was born in Cefn Coed near 
Merthyr in April 1930 and attended 
Vaynor and Penderyn School. He 
also worked in the family bakery. 

After National Service in the RAF from 1947-1950, he 
qualified as a Radio Officer and joined the Merchant Navy 
and sailed the Seven Seas before joining the BBC. 

He did his initial training (like many others) at Daventry, 
then moved to Wenvoe in 1956, the year Tys and Connie 
got married. They had three children.

He became Transmission Group’s youngest senior 
transmitter engineer (STE) in 1960. He moved to Carmel 
in 1973 and was then transmitter manager at Llanddona, 
Anglesey for 15 happy years. He retired in 1988 and Tys 
and Connie moved to Penclawdd on the Gower.

Unfortunately Connie passed away in 1996,  but Tys  
coped well and was involved in the community, being  
a Dunvant Choir member and Councillor. He was a  
BBC pensioner visitor, and came to the annual Wenvoe 
Ex-Staff parties.

Tys was one of those characters who people will never 
forget. Tall, large and imposing, his trademark was a 
booming laugh that could be heard from a long way 
away! He was technically very competent; as STE at 
Wenvoe he would set theoretical questions to his shift 
staff, poring over the Transmitter drawings.

He was an ardent fan of rugby in general and the 
fortunes of the Welsh Team in particular. 

Stories of Tys abound. One of the favourites involved a 
trip to Twickenham to play ‘the old enemy’. On their way 
up the steps, one of the English fans said, ‘The Tannoy 
said someone has left their Jaguar engine running.’ His 
companion said, ‘You wouldn’t get that at Cardiff Arms 
Park’, to which Tys replied, ‘No, they wouldn’t be so 
b***** stupid as to leave the engine running!’

Typical Tys humour. He will be greatly missed, but the 
happy times will remain in our thoughts forever.

Tys gone!? No he hasn’t, I can still hear him laughing…

Peter Condron and others

Will Bryant
We are saddened to report that archive producer and 
FOCAL International member Will Bryant died on  
25 September 2017, after a short but very dignified 
battle with cancer at the Prospect Hospice.

Will started his career working with me and the team as 
an assistant librarian in the BBC Film Archive. He left the 
Archive to work with BBC Television Sport Department 
and subsequently went on to research, produce and 
direct archive productions for BBC1, BBC2, BBC3, UK 
TV Gold and Sky One in areas of sport, entertainment, 
music and popular culture. Will could also self-edit using 
Avid Express and Final Cut Pro.

Our thoughts are with his wife, Jane Mumbi, and his 
three children – two young boys and a daughter, Lizzy 
by his first marriage. 

Sue Malden
Chair of FOCAL International

Music rights expert
Wendy Moor, who died in 
November aged 89, made 
her mark in two very different 
broadcasting organisations (the 
BBC and Channel 4) as an expert 
in the relatively esoteric field of 
music rights, though she herself 
had no training as a lawyer. 

Wendy joined the BBC in the 1960s, working first in 
Radio Outside Broadcasts and then in Programme 
Contracts, a department in Legal Adviser’s Division. 
There she was responsible for negotiating terms of 
employment for members of the BBC orchestras.

In 1974 Colin Leventhal joined Programme Contracts as 
one of the lawyers in that department. Four years later 
he was appointed Head of Copyright. Leventhal in turn 
offered Wendy the job of looking after music copyright 
in his new department.

When Leventhal left the BBC in 1981 to join the team 
setting up Channel 4, Stephen Edwards became the 
new Head of Copyright, appointing Wendy as his 
Assistant Head. As things turned out, her tenure of 
this appointment was short as Leventhal invited her 
to join Channel 4, helping to negotiate and establish 
the Channel’s terms of trade, with particular emphasis 
on the Channel’s approach to the collecting societies. 
Wendy accepted the offer and left the BBC in 1982. 

Thereafter, she worked for Channel 4 until she reached 
retirement age in 1988.

After she retired she worked as a volunteer for  
Victim Support.

Wendy was a woman who made a reputation and a 
successful career in what was very much a man’s world. 
The qualities that contributed to that success included 
swift and good judgement of situations and people, 
energy, and a willingness to defend her judgements.  
She didn’t suffer fools gladly but she saw the funny side 
of life too.

Tom Rivers

Documentary producer
Malcolm Carey Brown was born on 7 May 1930,  
in Clayton, Bradford, where his father was the  
Baptist minister. In 1945, after eight years in Lancashire, 
the family moved south and Malcolm went into the sixth 
form at Poole Grammar School. From there, he won a 
scholarship to St. John’s College, Oxford, and took a 
Congratulatory First Class Honours Degree, in English.
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After National Service in the Royal Navy, learning 
Russian, he joined the BBC as a General Trainee (a new 
Graduate entry scheme) and went on to a career as a 
producer of documentary programmes. Over nearly 40 
years, he produced a series of programmes of the high 
standard which won the BBC the respect and acclaim of 
the world at that time.

In 1986, Malcolm left the BBC to do independent writing 
and research, often based at the Imperial War Museum 
or the Bodleian Library in Oxford. 

During this time, he produced most of his books, mainly 
concerning the 1914-1918 war, based on servicemen’s 
letters home, set in the background of his introductions 
and accounts of the circumstances in which they  
were written. 

This was particularly significant in view of popular 
misconceptions about the 1914 Christmas Truce. For 
almost the first time, the ordinary serviceman was being 
given a chance to speak. This also opened a channel 
for families who had not known where they might find 
a place to send valuable but vanishing memories. There 
was a flood of responses to Malcolm’s radio appeal, and 
most of these went on to the Imperial War Museum, 
where he worked for several years creating a base which 
has been used by many researchers.

In 2004, Malcolm was told he should no longer go across 
to the garden room where he did his writing, because of 
the danger of falling – it was the beginning of his MSA 
(Multiple Systems Atrophy with Parkinson’s traits). 

The onset at first was hardly noticeable, but his 
disablement increased as his speech, and then his 
movement, deteriorated. 

Much as he is missed, one could not want him to go on 
suffering so valiantly any longer.

Katy Rowles

Sharp-eyed news 
journalist promoted  
to management
Phil Longman, who died in December aged 67, was a 
journalist with a sharp eye for a story, a source of calm 
common sense in tricky times, and a mentor to many now 
in top broadcasting jobs. 

He was born in Cottingham, East Yorkshire; father Bob was 
a BBC engineer, travelling the country (he later became 
Chief Engineer). The family moved to Manchester and  
then Bagshot. Phil joined the Surrey Advertiser from 
school, then the Woking News and Mail, and the Luton 
Evening Post, before breaking into radio as a World  
Service sub-editor.  

In 1980 he married Ruth; the couple headed west, with 
Phil appointed as News Editor for new commercial station 
CBC, based in Cardiff. It had to be rescued financially –  
Phil got out in time and joined IRN, back in London.  
He covered the Falklands War from Buenos Aires and  
the Lebanon war of 1982 (his hotel was shelled and he  
was briefly held at gunpoint by the PLO).

Then it was back to BBC Radio News as a reporter, 
covering the Diplomatic, Royal and Industrial beats, 
and shifts presenting The World at One, PM and Today. 
He moved into production, joining Today, driving their 
remarkable coverage of the Lockerbie crash. Work as 
Home Editor and in the Radio Newsroom followed. His 
CV meant he was an ideal choice for the launch of Radio 
5Live; he ran the news operation and drive-time show 
Inverdale Nationwide.

By this time, there were two sons, Jack and Luke. They 
settled in a Berkshire cottage with a well but no mains 
water. ‘Anything you like to drink but not water’ was the 
greeting to visitors. 

At work, management beckoned. Phil became Executive 
Editor and then Head of Production for Continuous News; 
he was back on air when he was caught up in the 
Paddington Rail crash. He formally retired from the  
BBC in 2002, returning briefly to help set up the 
Asian Network.

He filled his retirement with a spell at LBC, teaching at 
Bucks New University, delivering medicines to the aged, 
and volunteering with the CAB. 

Bill Rogers

Popular Bush House 
Newsroom editor

In late November, around 40 
friends and colleagues gathered 
in an old-fashioned East End pub 
on the Isle of Dogs, to celebrate 
the life of Valerie Anderson, one 
of the most popular Newsroom 
Editors that Bush House and the 
World Service have ever known.

She arrived as a young sub in the mid-1970s after 
working on newspapers in Bedfordshire, Hong Kong 
and Japan. And, despite a series of Annual Reports 
describing Val as ‘too quiet and self-effacing’, it was 
soon realised how good and sharp a journalist she was. 

As she rose through the ranks she soon made her 
presence felt more strongly. ‘I’m not running that piece. 
It sounds like our Statement of the Bleedin’ Obvious 
Correspondent’, was the cry heard across the room  
from the corner where she was running Radio Newsreel. 
Val spent some time at TVC, particularly with the ill-
fated World Service Arabic Television before returning  
to Bush House on its sudden demise.

Perhaps her biggest legacy from the later years was 
the quiet assistance and encouragement she gave 
to new staff, especially those coming on attachment 
from the Bush House language services. Many felt 
extremely intimidated when they first arrived at what 
was then largely a very white, very middle-aged, and 
very male newsroom. Some she helped still work there 
today; many others have moved on to success in other 
countries and other outlets. 

It was almost 30 years ago that life played Val its cruellest 
trick when she was first diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. 
She fought it all the way, using first the assistance of 
crutches, then later a wheelchair. Eventually, she had to 
give up work entirely. She still socialised, meeting groups 
of friends at East London pubs, and later still in her flat 
overlooking the Thames on the Isle of Dogs. 

To the end, Val’s critical faculties remained sharp. Very 
sharp. Visiting her over the past few years, I could almost 
feel the ears burning way over at Broadcasting House as 
Val neatly and incisively made clear her views on what 
the BBC was doing to her beloved World Service News.

Peter Nettleship

Electrican and 
Wenvoe stalwart

Jim Thomas was born in 
December 1926 and attended 
schools at Cadoxton, Barry and 
Monkton House Cardiff. 

On leaving school he became 
an apprentice electrician and 
was then called up, joining 
the RAF. On finishing National 
Service, he completed his 

apprenticeship and eventually worked on the installation 
of the new high-power TV transmitter being installed at 
BBC Wenvoe, which came into service in 1952. 

The BBC installation engineers were impressed with 
his ability and he was offered the job of electrician 
at Wenvoe. A long career followed, during which 
Jim solved many problems – he was particularly 
knowledgeable on automatic voltage regulators (AVRs). 
Jim worked all over the country where his expertise  
was highly regarded. 

Jim met Audrey at Bindles Ballroom, Barry, and they 
married in 1954. 

Audrey was a PA at DowCorning Chemicals Barry.  
They had a daughter Helen but unfortunately she died  
at the early age of just four. 

Jim and Audrey celebrated their Golden Wedding 
Anniversary in July 2004, and made plans to travel 
extensively in retirement, but by then Audrey had 
developed Alzheimer’s and had to go into care in 
Penarth where she died after a long illness.

Jim was a keen sportsman and played cricket and 
table tennis well into his 40s, before turning to bowls. 
He enjoyed an active social life, was a keen gardener, 
and had many friends. In 2005 he had a heart valve 
replacement and while in hospital contracted MRSA  
but recovered eventually. 

He died of heart failure on 11 August at the Orchard 
House Care Home, Barry.

Peter Condron

From YiT to Crystal 
Palace manager
Ian Leisk Blanthorn died on 18 December 2017 following a 
lengthy illness. He was born in West Hartlepool in 1928. As 
a direct result of a recruitment visit to his school by a BBC 
engineer, he joined the BBC as a Youth in Training (YiT) at 
the Middlesborough wartime ‘H’ Group Transmitter. 

His career was interrupted by National Service in the 
Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm. On his return he joined the 
Planning and Installation Department Aerial Unit (later 
to become Transmission Capital Projects Department), 
where he became involved in much site work. 

It was on installation work at Tatsfield Receiving Station 
that he met his wife Mary, a secretary there. They were 
married in 1957. He subsequently moved to Transmission 
Department Head Office, Duchess Street, where he was 
engaged in organising Transmitter Maintenance Teams, 
which at that time were being increased due to the 
expansion of unattended stations. 

In 1962 he was promoted to Assistant Engineer-in-
Charge of the Crystal Palace Station. With the creation 
of a Mobile Maintenance Team at Crystal Palace in 1980, 
his title became Transmitter Manager Maintenance, and 
he remained at Crystal Palace until his retirement in 1987. 
Sadly his wife Mary died in 2001.

Ian always gave his fullest support to the wellbeing 
of the station and was well respected by staff, most 
notably in the way that he gave them help and 
encouragement, particularly the younger members. 

Bert Gallon, in his early career on Mobile Maintenance, 
remembers Ian’s considerable help during the transfer 
of a team to Crystal Palace, which at that time required 
some very careful handling. 

From his school days Ian’s love of cricket never abated; 
a bowler of considerable merit, he captained his local 
team for many years. He took great delight in being a 
member of the MCC – having waited 25 years to join! 

The large gathering at his funeral service gave an 
indication of the high regard felt for him by his  
many friends. 

To his family and Phyllis we send our heartfelt sympathies.

Norman Shacklady
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Majorca. 
Stunning townhouse. Pedestrianised 
beautiful old town Alcudia. Close to 
beaches. Ex-BBC owned. Sleeps 12. 
20% discount for BBC.  
Website: cangrandealcudia.com

Menorca.
Stunning detached villa in  
Es Castell with private pool.  
Close amenities. Sleeps 2-7.  
Brochure: 01621 741810.  
Website: menorcaholidayvilla.co.uk

CLASSIFIEDS

Prospero Classifieds, BBC Pension and Benefits Centre, Broadcasting House, 
Cardiff CF5 2YQ.

Please enclose a cheque made payable to: BBC Central Directorate. 

Rate: £6 for 20 words. In a covering letter please include your pension number.

Crime, Clemency 
and Consequence in 
Britain 1821-39: a slice 
of criminal life
by Alison Eatwell

BBC volunteer visitor  
Alison Gilby spent many years 
at BBC Television in Artists 

Contracts, Drama Production and 
Genre Management before becoming 
a writer. She has been a volunteer 
editor and cataloguer on the Criminal 
Petitions for Mercy project, National 
Archives, Kew, since 2011, and is also 
working on a portfolio of fiction and 
non-fiction projects.

This book – written under the pen 
name Eatwell – allows us a glimpse  
of the rich mix of criminals, their 
crimes and sentences in early 19th 
Century Britain. 

With no statutory right of appeal 
against either the verdict or sentence 
at this time, the prisoner’s only hope 
for relief was to petition the Crown 
for mercy via the Home Office, and it 
is on these petitions the book draws.

With sentences including death, 
transportation or local imprisonment, 
the petitioner’s objective was to 
prove the prisoner worthy of mercy. 
To this end, many of the thousands  
of petitions, held by the National 
Archives in Kew, reveal fascinating 
incidental information about the 
prisoner’s personal life or 
circumstances which cannot be  
found in other records, allowing us  
a rare, intimate and vivid picture of 
the criminal nation at this time.   

In addition to the personal 
characteristics, the petitions,  
witness statements or accompanying 
documentation often give glimpses  
of everyday routines, working 
conditions, illnesses, relationships  
and life in a locality. They show us 
foreigners in Britain and Britons 
transported overseas: Australia,  
Van Diemen’s Land and Bermuda. 

In one example, 21-year-old William 
Gibson was tried at the Old Bailey 
December Sessions 1831, accused  
of housebreaking and stealing plate. 
Found guilty he was sentenced to 
death, later commuted to 
transportation for life, and arrived  
in Van Diemen’s Land in July 1832. 
Gibson wrote from Hobart Town 
several times, and in a letter dated 
the following year he tells his parents, 
‘I am residing with a Brother Clerk in 
misfortune at [illegible] Argyle Street, 
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we each pay 2/0 per week for 
Lodging only then comes our 
washing which amounts to something 
more say 2/4 per week and then 
comes eating etc which at this  
season is very expensive. I arise every 
morning at about 1/4 before 8 wash 
dress and breakfast and reach the 
office at 9 where I am engaged until 
3. I then am at liberty to go where I 
please till 8 in the evening at which 
time the whole of the Prisoner 
Population (residing within the Rules) 
must be at their place of residence,  
so it continues every day till Sunday.  
I have then to go to Church with 
about 30 more poor Scribblers at 1/2 
past 10 to answer names which done 
we proceed to Church… the 
Punishments are various Viz Score 
Flogging, Working in the Roads, 
Chain Gangs, the Hulk and lastly 
Penal Settlements are always in 
attendance should you transgress.’

This book also provides a mirror to, 
and discussion point for, our own 
attitudes to transgression, hopes  
and expectations, and allows us to 
consider how much, or how little, the 
crimes, the circumstances and those 
committing them, have changed. It 
demonstrates how human emotions 
remain constant across the centuries, 
and many of the background social 
and political situations have 
resonance today. 

ISBN: 9781473830318
Price: RRP £12.99
The publisher (pen-and-sword.co.uk) 
is offering a reduced price of £9.75 
to Prospero readers – simply quote 
CCC1821 when ordering.

Caption competition
The winner of a £10 shopping voucher is Bob Smith, with his entry:  
‘We have a special offer with each tree. Uncle Albert here can  
do you a Father Christmas visit for your kids for another tenner.’

Post your entry to Prospero by Monday 5 March 2018. Or, you can email your entry 
to prospero@bbc.co.uk, with ‘caption competition 1’ in the subject line. Please 
include your BBC pension number. Good luck! 

WIN
£10

Picture (right) shows Wendy 
Richard as Miss Brahms and 
Mollie Sugden as Mrs Slocombe 
in series 10 of the comedy series 
Are you being served? (1985).

Visiting Scheme 
Available to BBC pensioners over 70, 
those recently bereaved, and anyone  
in poor health, the scheme is a method 
of keeping in touch and operates 
throughout the UK. Visitors are BBC 
pensioners themselves. If you want to 
be visited, receive a phone call or meet 
up somewhere mutually convenient,  
call 029 2032 2811. The contact is the 
same if you would like to become  
a visitor.

Queries 
For benefit and pension payroll queries,  
call the Service Line on 029 2032 2811  
or email mypension@bbc.co.uk.

Prospero 
To delete a name from the distribution 
list, ring the Service Line on  
029 2032 2811. Prospero is provided 
free of charge to retired BBC Scheme 
members only. Prospero is also 
available on audio disc for those  
with sight impairment. To register, 
please ring the Service Line. 
Alternatively, it is also available  
online at bbc.co.uk/mypension,  
under ‘Documents’.

BBC Club 
The BBC Club in London has a retired 
membership costing £3 per month or 
£36 per year. Members can also add 
friends and family to their membership 
for a small additional cost. Regional  
clubs may have different arrangements.  
Please call the BBC Club London  
office on 020 8752 6666 or email  
bbc.club@bbc.co.uk for details, or to join.

Benevolent Fund 
This is funded by voluntary 
contributions from the BBC and its 
purpose is to protect the welfare of 
staff, pensioners and their families. 
Grants are made at the discretion of 
the Trustees. They may provide 
assistance in cases of unforeseen 
financial hardship, for which help  
from other sources is not available.  
Tel: 029 2032 2811.

Prospero Society 
Prospero Society is the only section  
of the BBC Club run by and for retired 
BBC staff and their spouses. Its aim  
is to enable BBC pensioners to meet  
on a social basis for theatre visits, 
luncheons, coach outings etc.

Prospero Society is supported by  
BBC Club funds so as to make events 
affordable. If you would like an 
application form, please contact:

Gayner Leach, BBC Club, BC2 B3 
Broadcast Centre, 201 Wood Lane, 
London W12 7TP 
Tel: 020 8752 6666 
Email: bbc.club@bbc.co.uk

BBCPA 
The BBCPA was founded in 1988 to 
promote and safeguard the interests  
of BBC pensioners. It is independent  
of the BBC. For details of how to  
join, see the panel on page 5  
or download a membership form  
at bbcpa.org.uk.

CONTACTS


